HOW TO FLIP A CLASS

THREE BASIC COMPONENTS OF A FLIPPED CLASS - EASY ENOUGH TO IMPLEMENT EVEN FOR A BEGINNER!

CLASSWORK AT HOME

Class time is valuable time so assign learning at home.

Assign a chapter to read. Create or find a video or audio to supplement the textbook.

KEY CONCEPTS:
- Don’t overdo add-ons. Less is more.
- Ask students to bring concepts to class they didn’t understand for discussion.
- Manageable for everyone’s busy schedule.

SET EXPECTATIONS

Make sure students are doing outside work with a daily quiz.

Give a quiz on the assigned topic. Can be formal and graded or even game based.

KEY CONCEPTS:
- Use quizzes as jumping off point for discussion.
- Get everyone on same page before starting learning based activities.

HOMEWORK IN CLASS

Students learn best when they are out of their seats and interacting.

Do learning-based activities such as group work exercises, games and scenarios.

KEY CONCEPTS:
- Students stay awake and are more engaged.
- Understanding and retention are higher when students participate.
- Teaches concepts rather than memorization of facts
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